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Citation abbreviations commonly used in the notes for *Scientist*:

- *DSB* = Gillispie 1980
- *EANS* = Keyser & Irby-Massie 2012
- *LSG* = Liddell & Scott 1996
- *LSL* = Lewis & Short 1879
- *NDSB* = Koertge 2008
- *OCD* = Hornblower & Spawforth 2012
- *ODCC* = Cross & Livingstone 1997
- *OLD* = Glare 1996

And:

- Kühn = Kühn 1821-1833

There is no consistent numbering system for passages in Galen other than (in most cases) Kühn 1821-1833, which I give whenever possible. If I provide any other numeration it will follow the scheme used in the most recent English translation of the given work (in most cases that means before 2008; e.g. Mark Grant 2000, P.N. Singer 1997, Iskandar 1988, Walzer & Frede 1985, M.T. May 1968, Walzer 1944, etc.).
The following books and articles were used and cited in Scientist, here organized alphabetically by primary author’s last name.

That is then followed by first name, any additional author’s names, year of publication, title of book, article or chapter, and then further information locating the work: for books, the publisher; for articles, the journal title, and volume and issue and date, ending with the page numbers; for chapters, what book it is in, with editor and publication info, ending with page numbers.

When the same author produced several cited works, entries are organized beneath the oldest work by their name, in ascending chronological order, before moving on to the next author alphabetically. Those additional works are cited only by year, and all the other information. The author’s name is not repeated.

Note many of the works in this bibliography are in foreign languages (most commonly German and French), which may or may not read well in text-to-speech software.
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